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“We live in an interconnected
world of exploding

information density where a
million things are clamoring

for our attention all the time”
― Steve Woodruff 
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B2B Podcasting Goals

Positions you as a trusted authority in your industry
Helps you become part of the conversation in your industry
Creates top-of-mind awareness for your products and services
Gives you a 1st-class introduction to new potential customers
Helps you learn more about your markets
Can uncover new ways to improve your products
Provides a source of content you can re-purpose

B2B podcasting is an advanced content marketing strategy that can
perform many marketing functions at once.
 

Creating a B2B podcast, is without doubt, one of the most valuable
long-term marketing strategies you can use.

“The audience for podcasting grew significantly in the past year. Today, 51% of Americans
12+ have listened to a podcast, with 32% having listened in the past month, and 22% in the
past week.”

brand
- Edison Research, 2019
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brand

I created a new website to contain my podcast episodes on B2B
marketing -  B2BMarketingResults.club. Then I created
TechnologyTrailblazers.Club to focus on another audience I found
exciting - technology startups. 

My point of view is that podcasting is the most valuable long-term
B2B marketing tactic you can use. It may not generate immediate
leads or sales, but helps you accomplish one of the most important
goals in marketing - establishing trust. 

Trust is often overlooked in the rush to sell a product, but it makes
selling so much easier. This guide gives you 24 steps for creating
your own trust and authority-building B2B podcast.  

Derek Little
Founder and CEO, TrailblazerWriting.com

Content marketing has seen explosive growth over the last 10
years. But the top related "break-out" term in Google Trends is
still "What is content marketing?" I have to admit, I didn't really
know myself until I launched my copywriting business in 2009. 

I made many attempts at content marketing to promote myself,
but nothing worked well. Eventually, I tried podcasting and
started interviewing Agencies and CEOs, my target audiences.

My goal was to introduce my writing services, though the
interviews went better by focusing on what interested my
guests. Like magic, my interviews started generating leads. I
had stumbled upon account-based podcast marketing.

Podcasting:
The New King
of Content

"Stop interrupting what people are interested
in and be what they are interested in."

Craig Davis, former Chief Creative Officer at J. Walter Thompson.
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Introduction

Where
To Start
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A common assumption about B2B podcast marketing is
that the main goal is to build an audience. While this is
possible, I've found that audience building is not the best
use of podcasting. It works best for lead generation when
the guest themselves is the lead. 

My style of B2B podcasting is to use it as a precision
marketing tool, like Account-based Marketing (ABM). But
one that builds equal value for the guest. To do this, your
podcast must be "customer centric." 

After listening to your show, your guest's audience should be motivated to
hire your guest. Meanwhile, you are indirectly promoting your own product
or service by facilitating this process.

Good podcast topics are those that help your most profitable guests shine.
To do this, your topic should help your guest showcase their product and
promote it to their ideal audience. 

Don't mention your own product during a podcast interview, either. Instead,
focus on the needs, challenges and interests of your guest (and their 
 audience). Make them the star of the show and help build their brand.

Podcast Planning
1. Select Your Most Profitable
    Guests

2. Choose Your Most Profitable Topics
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Your podcast's editorial mission is what draws your guests to
want to participate. Your brand identity includes your naming
strategy and logo. These should create an association between
your guest's challenges and your product's benefits. 

A strong editorial mission and brand will help position your
product as the go-to solution to your guest’s problem.

Having a domain name for your show will help you promote it. Your
domain name can be used to direct all your podcast links to a single
page on your website. You will have the ability to redirect your
podcast links if the need arises.

Your domain could also be used to create a podcast website. Your
podcast site could also potentially become a revenue generator by
uusing paywall functionality.

3. Create an Editorial Mission and 
     Podcast Brand Identity

4. Buy a Domain Name for Your Show
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Attracting guests onto your B2B podcast can be the most
time-consuming and challenging part of the entire
process. But a well-positioned and branded podcast can
make it much easier.

Getting interviewed on your podcast may be a reward in
itself for your guests. They are often eager to express
their point of view or talk about what they do.

Each podcast episode is an investment of your company resources. But
your firm only gets a return on investment when your podcast helps you
generate a lead or a sale. So, it is critically important to pick the right
guests.

Picking the right guests, in the right job roles, at the right companies, and in
the right industries will greatly increase your results. 

5. Attract Your Most Profitable
    Guests

6. Recruit Guests in Your Target Market
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The two most effective channels for reaching potential guests
are social media and email marketing. 

Linkedin is especially helpful for inviting targeted guests. Email
works best when it is sent to people who have subscribed to
your list. Cold emails are rarely opened and become spam. 

If you setup a Podcast Website, you can allow guests and
visitors to opt-in and receive an email notification of your latest
episode. And you'll have a built-in lead nurturing program.

Your guest recruitment messaging must be personal and
relevant. This is critical since the goal of your podcast is to
build client relationships. Some form of relationship is needed
to generate a lead, and the more leads the more sales. 

The work you did at the early planning stage will help you
identify potential guests and create the best messaging.

7. Develop Your Guest Outreach
     Strategy
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Guest Management

8. Write Guest Invitation Messaging
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A compelling podcast brochure can be a helpful tool for
attracting guests. It explains the vision and purpose
behind your podcast. It helps potential guests
understand the benefits of appearing on your show. 

Alternatively, you can use the about page on your
Podcast website. Your About page or brochure could
describe the benefits guests receive and the editorial
mission of your show.

Your existing clients could be guests on your show, too. This could help
cement your client relationships and possibly increase your sales. You'll
need at least 3-4 episodes for your podcast to be seen as a growing show.
Less than that and it will be difficult to attract guests. 

Interviewing existing clients could be a way to get some initial podcasts
before you do cold guest recruiting. They might even share a success story
that included your product. That would be a huge win for you!

10. Invite Existing Clients to Be Guests
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Guest Management

9. Write Your Podcast Invitation     
     Brochure
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Creating a podcast show can be a complex undertaking. Most
podcasts are amatuerish, and sound like a long-winded phone
conversation without a purpose. Specialized research, planning,
skills, audio equipment and project management are needed to
create a professional result. 

The roles invloded include an Outreach Manager, Show Host, Writer,
Editor, Voice-over Specialist, Audio Engineer, Graphic Designer and
Administrator. 

You will need an online calendar system to schedule guests and
manage your interviews. This should include email management
for sending interview reminders and follow-up messages. 

Your online calendar system could help enhance the benefits of
appearing on your show. This could include images of their
industry, or possibly an award they could win. 

Your scheduling system should also give guests a way to re-
schedule if they get too busy. 

8

11. Setup Your Guest Scheduling 
       Software

12. Manage Your Podcast Project
Audio Production

Production
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You will need recording equipment to record all your
interviews. You will also need a home sound studio, or
environment with good acoustics. 

Your studio area should provide a quiet environment with
no background noise. Your equipment must include a
high-quality microphone, mic stand and an HD camera for
video. Your cost here can be less than a $100.

Audio production software will be used to produce your podcast. This
includes tuning, mixing, and leveling your audio. 

Your software should let you remove any “ums”, pauses, or other issues
that occur during recording. The software should also let you add your
Introduction segment, Outro, Ad Spot, and Show Music to each episode.
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Production

13. Buy Sound Equipment and 
       Setup Your Studio

14. Download and Learn Recording
       Software
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The right background music can enhance the impact of your
podcast. Creating just the right mood can be tricky, but you
must get it right. Otherwise, it will diminish the guest
experience. 

As mentioned, the other parts of each podcast episode are the
Intro, Interview recording, Outro and Ad Spot. Your Ad Spot will
help listeners make the connection between the problem
discussed and your product. You can drive traffic to your
website by including a Free Offer, such as an eBook.

Your first episode could be used to provide  a unique introduction.
This could explain your podcast's editorial mission and go into
detail about what listeners will learn.

Ideally your intro will touch on this information, but your 1st
episode could go into more depth. This could describe the benefits
of appearing as a guest.
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Production

16. Plan, Record and Produce
       Episode #1

15. Choose Your Music, Create
       Your Intro, Outro and Ad Spot
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A podcast hosting platform is an online service for
storing your podcasts. One such platform is Libsyn. Their
service includes a webpage, audience tracking statistics
and a podcast directory. 

An good podcast platform will help you distribute your
podcast to other platforms such as Apple and Google.

Having your podcast reviewed on Apple Podcasts could increase your
visibility. The top-performing shows on Apple usually have high ratings. 

Keep in mind, there is limited evidence this will contribute much to your
podcast's visibility. Most of your leads will come from targeted guest
outreach efforts, rather than being found via a podcast platform. But good
reviews can help recruit more guests.

You are more likely to build your audience when your podcast is found on
Google after being indexed. 

17. Host and Distribute Your 
       Podcast
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Promotion

18. Get Podcast ReviewsPromotion
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The words of your guests can become quotes to help promote
your episode. A banner can be created that contains your
episode headline, guest head shot, and one of their quotes.

A well-designed banner with a compelling headline will certainly
be a powerful tool for promoting your podcast on social media.
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Promotion

20. Write Show Note Captions19. Create Your Podcast Marketing
       Materials

Your Show Notes are a summary of each podcast episode. These
will give someone scanning social media a way to quickly identify
the value in listening to your podcast. These should include the
main takeaways a listener will get.

A good interview will generate plenty of tips or guest insights, that
you can include.
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Blogs continue to be an effective tool for building
awareness online. But they can be time-consuming and
costly to create and promote. 

On the other hand, a podcast episode is much easier to
consume. A live interview can be re-purposed into a Q&A
article. This cuts your costs while improving your results.

With good guests, your written content can be high
quality. SEO techniques may help your Q&A articles get
ranked to drive more website traffic.

Each of your podcast episodes can be promoted on your website and
on social media. Linkedin is one of the most effective places to
promote your B2B podcasts. 

Linkedin Groups can provide targeted visibility in front of tens of
thousands of potential listeners. Your podcast banner and show notes
will help.
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Promotion

22. Promote Your Podcast21. Turn Your Podcast Into a
       Q&A Article
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You may be wondering what to do after your podcast. Now is
the time to generate a lead. Your guest has shared their
business challenges that your product solves. So, you now know
specifically how they are affected by their problems.

You are in a good position to make contact and offer your
solutions. The guest might be willing to take you up on a Free
Consultation. But there is one more step you can take first.

Everyone loves receiving a gift in the mail. Your gift to a podcast
guest could be as simple as a book from Amazon or a low-cost
promotional item. 

The gift should make a point while positioning your offering as the
go-to solution. Include a hand-written thank you note with a call to
action and your contact information. 

Do so, and you have created a memorable customer experience.
You've laid the groundwork for a great future customer relationship,
and it only cost you a couple bucks.

23. Activate Your Lead Generation
      System
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Promotion

Tip #24. Send a Free Gift
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Being featured on a podcast show is a valuable
promotional opportunity for any B2B business. Especially
if you have an innovative new product. 

Some of My Guests Become Customers
My podcast, TechnologyTrailblazers.club gives me a way
to establish trust and authority while becoming part of
the conversation in my industry. Some of my guests even
hire me for my Content Marketing Consulting, Writing, and
Podcasting services.

Your 15 Minutes of Fame
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Free Consultation

 Take Action

free consultation
B2B podcasting is one of the most effective strategies you can use to build
authority while landing profitable accounts. Contact me for a Free
Consultation on how podcasting can help you reach your goals.

If you enjoyed this eBook, you're going
to like my book too. (It's on Amazon)
This 10-chapter book gives you advanced strategies
and tactics for taking your B2B content marketing to
the next level.

Book Now

Download

REMINDER: Derek Little specializes in creating B2B podcasts. Need help
creating a podcast? Contact Derek for details 
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